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NEW GENETIC ALGORITHM WITH GREEDY HEURISTIC FOR

CLUSTERING PROBLEMS WITH UNKNOWN NUMBER OF

GROUPS

Lev A. Kazakovtsev, Victor I. Orlov and Vladimir L. Kazakovtsev

Abstract. In this research, we propose new modification of the genetic algorithm with
greedy heuristic witch allows to solve series of clustering problems with unknown num-
ber of groups (clusters). The applicability and efficiency of new method is experimen-
tally proved. Achieved results are compared with other algorithms which solve each
of problems separately. Experiments show that new algorithm is faster than other
methods for various problems.
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1. Introduction, problem statement

The most popular clustering problems arise from the location theory and come to
p-median problem where attachment of object to a cluster is determined by the
attachment of the object to the corresponding center or centroid. If objects are
placed in a d-dimensional space with Euclidean or any other metric, we have a
p-median problem. In case of squared Euclidean distances, we have the k-means
problem. If centers (centroids) are selected from the set of objects only, we have
the k-medoid problem [2, 3]. If they are placed on a network, we have a p-median
problem on a network [4, 5]. Dimension of the space d is a number of considered
characteristics of the objects. Methods of cluster analysis are similar to methods of
location theory. In the Weber problems, it is required to calculate coordinates of
point to minimize the sum of weighted distances to from other N known points to
the closest selected point.

The similar p-median problem in a continuous d-dimensional space is one of
generalizations of the Weber problem:

arg min
X1,...,Xp ∈Rd

f(X1, ..., Xp) = argmin

N
∑

i=1

wi min
j∈{1,p}

L(Xj , Ai).(1.1)
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Here, Ai ∈ Rd, Ai = (ai,1, ..., ai,d), i = 1, ..., N are known points (coordinates
of objects also called data vectors), wi ∈ R,wi ≥ 0 are their weight coefficients,
L(•) is a metric in a d-dimensional space or any function (measure) of distance.
We will call problem with Euclidian metric || • ||2 : R2 → R ”classical p-median
problem”. Here, {Xi|j = 1, p} is a set of coordinates of new placed objects. If
X1, ..., Xp ∈ {Ai}, we have the p-medoid problem. Problem is NP-hard [6] (its
complexity grows exponentially). The k-median problem which is the most popular
model of clustering problem is a special case of Weber problem. In this research, we
proposed and realized new algorithm for clustering problems with unknown number
of groups that allows to find rather precise solutions several times faster than known
algorithms.

2. Known methods

We can use the following methods for the problems of combinatorial optimization
mentioned above:

Genetic Algorithms (GA) [10]. This heuristic is used to generate useful solutions
to optimtzation problems. Every solution is an ”individual” in a ”population” which
is coded in some specific way. In classical GA, primary population is generated
randomly, every indivdual is coded as an L-bit string (”chromosome”), where L is
the length of a string (number of bits), length of coding is the similar for every
solution. The main process in this algorithm is the crossingover procedure that
recombines old solutions and creates the new one. [10] First genetic algorithm for
solving the p-median problem on a network was proposed in [11]. In [4, 12], authors
propose algorithms which give sufficiently accurate results but take a long time. In
[13], authors propose an algorithm that recombines solutions with specific ”greedy”
heuristic.

”Greedy” heuristic algorithms [1]. Mostly, they are used in combination with
other algorithms. The advantage of the greedy methods is that its computational
complexity grows linearly with N . This heuristic cannot guarantee finding the
optimal solution [8], however, we can make theoretical lower bounds of the solution
[1]. Greedy heuristic combined with the GA creates acceptable results for location
problems. Efficiency of this algorithms for k-medoid problem is statistically proved
[13].

GA with greedy heuristic was created for p-median problem (and similar prob-
lems). In [14], it was adapted for pseudo-Boolean optimization problems such as a
knapsack problem. Difference with classical GA is in the crossingover procedure. In
this algorithm, the ”chromosome” status of ”child individual” depends on its status
of ”parent solution”. However, in case when an element of the parent ”chromosome”
equals to 1, the element of the child ”chromosome” equals to 1 (thus, this algorithm
joins two parent solutions). However, in ”classical” GA, if parent ”chromosomes”
are different, the value in the child ”chromosome” is randomly selected (randomly
choosing 1 or 0). Solutions created by this iteration do not satisfy to the problem
constraints (number of centers must be equal to p, thus, the ”chromosome” must
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contain p elements equal to 1).

Multiple location problems like p-median, discrete or continuous, are the global
search problems. For many metrics and other distance measures, local search al-
gorithms (they improve created result) have already been designed. Usually, they
contain the ALA procedure (Alternating Location-Allocation) that finds a local
minimum of the objective function (1.1) starting from known initial points (cen-
ters) X1, ..., Xp which are chosen from data vectors.

Algorithm 2.1. ALA method [6]

Require: Set V = (A1, ..., AN ) of N data vectors in d-dimensional space, A1 =
(a1,1, ..., a1,d), ..., AN = (aN,1, ..., aN,d), initial solution: a set of centers or centroid of p
clusters X1 = (x1,1, ..., a1,d), ..., Xp = (xp,1, ..., xp,d).

Step 1: For each data vector, find the closest centroid:

Ci = argminj=1,p, L(Ai, Xj)∀i = 1, N.

Thus, p clusters are formed.

Step 2: For each cluster Cclust
j = {i ∈ {1, N}|Ci = j}, recalculate its center or centroid

Xj . In the case of Euclidean (l2) metric, Weiszfeld procedure or its advanced modification
can be used. In the case of squared Euclidean (l22) metric, each of d coordinates are
calculated as the mean value of this coordinate values among the cluster.

Step 3: If any center or centroid was altered at Step 2 then go to Step 1.

Step 4: Otherwise, STOP. X1, ..., Xp are local minima.

Procedure can be used on networks and on continuous space. The convergence to
a local minimum is proved [7]. We can also use some heuristics for solving location
or clustering problems. Next one is one of the most efficient.

Algorithm 2.2. GA with greedy heuristic for p-median problem [4]

Step 1: Initialize a population of Npop individuals. Every individual is a set of pmax

centers (we denominate it X where Xi is ith element of set). Assign Fnew,j = +∞ for
j = 1, Npop. Initialize array of best values of objective function F ∗

k = +∞ and best
solutions X∗

k = {} for k = 2, pmax.

Step 2: Choose randomly j1, j2 ∈ [1, N ], j1 6= j2

Step 3: Xnew = Xj1 ∪Xj2

Step 4: While |Xnew | > pmax :

Step 5: Choose

j = argmin j ∈ χj3F (χj3 \ {j}) = argminj∈χj3

∑N

i=1 minj′∈(χj3
\j) wiL(i, j)

Step 6: χj3 = χj3 \ {j}. Improve solution χj3 by the local search.

Step 7: Next iteration of cycle 4.

Step 8: Check the stop conditions, go to 2.

This algorithm has some interesting properties.
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Authors determine the size of initial population as

NPOP = ⌈NC

(

N
p

)

100⌈N/p⌉
⌉⌈N/p⌉.

However, algorithm gives good result at much lower population (e.g. NPOP = 20).
Herewith, as opposite to original GA with greedy heuristic, which initial popula-
tion is initialized with a deterministic procedure, initial population is needed to be
initialized randomly.

The Algorithm is combined with local search on Steps 5 and 6 which allows to
create an acceptable solutions in less time but often accuracy is lower.

Computational complexity of one iteration needs ⌈1, 5p2⌉ computations of the
objective function and it is the problem of local search algorithms which can be
eliminated by some modifications:

3. New method

In this research, we propose a new method for solving clustering problems. Al-
gorithm is a development of genetic algorithm with greedy heuristic [15] and its
main difference is that it can solve such problems when we do not know how many
clusters we have and it is required to solve a series of problems with various values
of p = 2, pmax.

An example of this problem is the problem of the additional screening test of
electronic chips for spaceships [16] and other special purposes. It is essential that all
components are guaranteed to be homogeneous and produced as a single production
batch. We need to solve problem for all possible values of p at once.

Usual algorithms, for example k-medoid or very efficient algorithm with recom-
bination of sets of centers with fixed power (fixed length) that was improved by
Sheng and Liu [3] require value of p to be indicated. Algorithms like X-means
choose the best value of p by certain criteria which adequacy is not obvious.

We offer some easy modification of GA with greedy heuristic: do not stop the
elimination of clusters after achievement p clusters and with every iteration fix the
objective function value.
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Algorithm 3.1. GA with greedy heuristic for solving series of problems with p = 2, pmax

Step 1: Initialize a population of Npop individuals. Every individual is a set of pmax

centers (we denominate it X where Xi is ith element of set). Assign Fnew,j = +∞ for
j = 1, Npop. Initialize array of best values of objective function F ∗

k = +∞ and best
solutions X∗

k = {} for k = 2, pmax.

Step 2: Choose randomly j1, j2 in[1, N ], j1 6= j2

Step 3: Xnew = Xj1 ∪Xj2

Step 4: While |Xnew | > pmax :

Step 4.1: Choose object index j which gives the smallest increase of the objective
function after its deleting: j = argminj∈χnew F (χnew \ {j})

Step 4.2: Xnew = Xnew \ {j}. Continue the cycle 4.

Step 5: Assign Fnew = 0 Here, we introduce the new utility function, a sum of
objective function values for p = 2, pmax Assign X∗ = Xnew

Step 6: While |Xnew > 2|,

Step 6.1: Assign Fnew = Fnew + f(Xnew); k = |Xnew |; Fk = f(Xnew); if Fk < F ∗
k

than F ∗
k = Fk

Step 6.2: Perform steps 4.1 and 4.2 for Xnew

Step 6.3: Continue cycle 6.

Step 7: Choose j3 by tournament selection by value of Fnew,j . Assign Fj3 = Fnew ;
Xj3 = X∗, Fnew,j3 = Fnew

Step 8: Check the stop conditions, go to Step 2.

We sum the objective function values for every value of p and now we have a new
utility function. Investigation of applicability of this algorithm to the problems of
cluster analysis and comparison with other algorithms presented below. First results
are submitted in Table 3.1-3.2 and Fig. 3.1-3.2.

Results in Fig. 3.1-3.2 show that our algorithm is not so accurate as GA by
Sheng and Liu for some problems (look ”Chess” data base). But for many other
problems, our algorithm gives good result solving a series of large-scale problems at
once. In addition, it can solve very large problem (e.g. KDD Cup Dataset).

For continuous p-median problems (Table 3.1-3.2) in conjunction with various
methods of local search, results was received for problems with a comparatively
big number of clusters. Having reduced this number of clusters, the effectiveness
of the algorithm is also reduced. Thus, we suppose that the algorithm should be
stopped earlier than at p = 2, approximately at p = pmax/3. Further solutions can
be received by other methods or by new start of our method with less value of pmax.
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Fig. 3.1: Dynamics of change of the value of the objective function, averaged over 10
starts of algorithm for k-medoid problems. Lines description: 1: Multistart of local
search in SWAP neighbourhood, 2: GA with greedy heuristic combined with ALA
procedure, 3: GA with greedy heuristic for solving series of problems combined with
SWAP neighbourhood search, 4: GA with greedy heuristic for solving one problem
in combination with local search in SWAP neighbourhood, 5: GA by Sheng and Liu
in combination with local search in SWAP neighbourhood, 6: multistart of PAM
procedure.
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Fig. 3.2: Dynamics of change of the value of the objective function, averaged over 10
starts of algorithm for k-medoid problems. Lines description: 1: Multistart of local
search in SWAP neighbourhood, 2: GA with greedy heuristic combined with ALA
procedure, 3: GA with greedy heuristic for solving series of problems combined with
SWAP neighbourhood search, 4: GA with greedy heuristic for solving one problem
in combination with local search in SWAP neighbourhood, 5: GA by Sheng and
Liu in combination with local search in SWAP neighbourhood, 6: multistart of
PAM-procedure.
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Table 3.1: Comparative results of various algorithms, part 1

Data set and Clusters Algo- Time, Avg. Avg.
its parameters quantity rithm sec. result deviation

1 p =14 1 15 150,124869801 0,384203928
2 15 150,533299444 0,598587789
3 15 149,954679652 0,172789313
4 15 151,280175427 0,982922979
5 15 149,78736565* 0,03157532*
6 15 151,082443691 0,654212395

p =10 1 15 198,375350991 0,018643710
2 15 198,426881563 0,044039446
3 15 198,377650812 0,024878118
4 15 198,450402498 0,032311263
5 15 198,359747028 2× 10−14∗
6 15 198,35421865* 0,0070903

p =6 1 15 362,70701636* 0*
2 15 362,70701636* 0*
3 15 362,70701636* 0*
4 15 362,704156850 0,000344112
5 15 362,704051312 0*
6 15 362,704051312 0*

2 p =10 1 15 359,680203232 3,964320582
2 15 359,545287242 0,208756158
3 15 359,545250068 2,526439494
4 15 361,435624000 0,208770779
5 15 359,410460803 0,177992934
6 15 359,41036391* 0*

p =4 1 15 596,825210394 0,000000442
2 15 596,825217410 0,000004148
3 15 596,82520843* 0,000000388
4 15 596,825208927 0,000000574
5 15 596,825283111 0*
6 15 596,825283111 0*
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Table 3.2: Comparative results of various algorithms, part 2

Data set Clusters Algo- Time, Avg. Avg.
and its quantity rithm sec. result deviation

parameters
3 p =100 1 30 3, 7513245× 1013 116786778766

2 3000 3, 7711179× 1013 158613580914
5 30 3, 740432× 1013* 21699776156*
6 30 - -

p =50 3 30 9, 0099578× 1013 9545892119
4 30 -
5 30 8, 902789× 1013* 0*
6 30 -

p =20 3 30 3, 303278× 1014* 0*
4 30 - -
5 30 3, 3049972× 1014 0*
6 30 - -

Note: (Problems) 1: Screening test of 1526TL1 chip, N=1234, d=120. (in 5 and 6 -
p ∈ {2..20} ); 2: UCI Mopsi Joensuu, N=6014, d=2. (in 5 and 6 - p ∈ {2..20} ); 3:
BIRCH-3, N=100000, d=2. (in 5 and 6 - p ∈ {2..110} ) (Algorithms) 1: Multistart
of procedure k-means (ALA-procedure), 2: multistart of procedure j-means, 3: GA
with recombination of subsets with fixed length (Sheng, Liu) combined with ALA-
procedure as a local search algorithm, 4: same GA combined with j-means procedure
as local search algorithm, 5, 6: GA with greedy heuristic with a real alphabet for
solving series of problems in combination with ALA procedure and procedure j-
means (here, time is indicated for every number of p). Symbol ”*” marks the best
result.
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4. Conclusion

In addition to adaptation of greedy heuristics to other class of problems, we create its
modification that allows to solve problems when we do not know how much clusters
we have. For example, a problem of grouping of electronic chips into homogeneous
production batches while testing them can be solves for every possible number of
production batches at once without loose of accuracy.
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